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The destiny of a great nation does not rest on
the shoulders of one man or one woman. The
destiny of a great nation rests on the
shoulders of those who are willing to fight for
it.
Henry Abbott

What you should take away from
this presentation:

War
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akes the ictor stupid.
Friedrich Nietzsche

Wars are won 10 to 20 years before fighting
breaks out, not on the day of battle.
In the struggle for change in the way armed
forces prepare to fight the next war, the
enemy is not external.
The enemy is us.

What is
Strategic Vision?
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•
•
•

In soccer, getting to the ball is not enough.
Winning teams move to where the ball is going to
be; to where players can control the ball and
score.
Tea s i y ide tifyi g patte s i the ga e’s
evolution, patterns they can leverage.

Military Strategy is Similar

•

With strategic vision, hindsight can be foresight if
viewed through the right lens.

When there is no
Strategic Visio ….
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 Soldiers end up in Stalingrad, on the Yalu River in
Korea, in Quang Tri, Vietnam, or in Khandahar
a d ask, No
hat?
 Pu ish E il Doers o Spread Liberal
De ocracy are not answers when Soldiers are
dying.

So, hat’s the poi t?

Purpose, Method, End-State.

When there is
no Strategic Visio …
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O e the past thi ty yea s, the U.S. A y has a elled so e 20 ajo a uisitio
p og a s… If you count designs that never got out of R&D that number more than
doubles.
Dr. Dan Goure, The National Interest, 1 July 2016.
We have ships that are colliding. We have helicopters that are coming out of the sky. We
ha e se i e e e s ho a e ot getti g the t ai i g they eed; pilots that a e ’t
flying.
Secretary of Defense Mattis, quoted by REP. Mike Turner, 5 October 2017

SPENDING IS NOT A STRATEGY

Strategic vision accepts
change:
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 Postwar World is dissolving—the potential for Great Power
War is growing;

 Nuclear Weapons prevent Total War. They do not
prevent War;
 U.S. Cold War Military Advantage in PrecisionStrike, ISR is gone;
 16 years of conflict against weak insurgents
without armies, air forces and air defenses,
means the U.S. is unprepared for a major
war;
 In both World Wars, other great
powers fought for years giving the U.S.
time to build up its strength—Unlikely
in the future.
ISR = Intelligence, Surveillance, Reconnaissance

Strategic Vision Adapts to
Cha gi g ealities…
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 No conflict is exactly the same as the one that preceded it.
 Example: 1 salvo from 5 Russian BM-30 Smerch (300mm
Ro ket lau he s a de astate a a ea the size of NYC’s
Central Park (843 acres or 3.2 square miles) in minutes. (Effect
= 1 Kiloton Nuclear Warhead).
 Ge e al Offi e s t eat the last ajo a ’s doctrine, tactics
and organization as sacrosanct, inviolable. New technology is
hammered into old organizations.
 Outcome: No Change until a clever enemy builds a new
organization to exploit new technology and defeats us.

Change must be imposed from outside by Civilian
Leadership with WH/Congressional support.

What is the foundation for
Strategic Vision?
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The foundation for Strategic Vision begins
with these questions:

 Whom do we fight?
 Where do we fight?
 How do we fight?
 How do we get there?
Remember, He ho defe ds e e ythi g, defe ds
othi g. (Frederick the Great)

When it comes to Strategic Vision
Personnel is Policy!
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Life is tough. It’s toughe

he you’ e stupid.

John Wayne, American Military Theorist
 In 1939, BG George Marshall said, There
is e ough dead ood i the Ar y’s officer
corps to light se eral forest fires.

 The advantage that stands the test of
time... is people. Character,
Competence, Intelligence (C2I).
 If you a t so ethi g e , stop doi g
so ethi g old . Peter Drucker)

Conclusions
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The next war will be won in the future, not in the past.
We ust go o , or e ill go u der.
General Douglas MacArthur, Army Chief of Staff 1932

 Strategy demands change in how Washington interacts with
the rest of the world;
 Spending is not a military strategy;
 Where there is no accountability, leaders do not perform;
 Hu a Capital: A

ies do ’t i

o ate. People i

o ate;

 Modernize, ut do ’t uild a ette a u eto —Go for fuel
injection!

